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Executive Summary 
 
Deliverable D5.2 is meant to be an integration - and the conclusion of - the previous 
deliverable D5.1. The core characteristic of the MixedEmotions approach is that at the base 
it is powered by a live updated large scale web fed knowledge base which we call “Social 
Semantic Knowledge Graph”. 
 
With this definition we mean the ability for the infrastructure inside MixedEmotions to deal 
with a semantically integrated representation of entities (e.g. people, events, locations, 
shows, products, services, etc.) extracted across content in different languages and 
modalities (i.e. audio/speech/image/video/text), enriched with social context of these entities 
(e.g. based on extraction/inclusion of social graphs as in the FinancialTwitterTracker activity) 
and emotion/sentiment on/by these entities.  
 
Moreover, and more importantly this is a stream of data, not only a “Static Snapshot” so the 
infrastructure, e.g. as reflected by the D5.3 deliverable, as well as the data models here 
illustrated were selected for their ability to address changing information. 
 
First, we go through the vocabularies as extracted from the datasources (Wikipedia) and as 
actually used in the pilots that are being built. 
 
Then we focus on the core innovation of the second part of the project - in term of data 
structures and big data infrastructure which has been the steering from more academic 
“RDF only” tools to a  blend of others, JSON and Elasticsearch being the most important that 
are considerably popular among developers and provide a very solid backbone in term of 
Scalability and “on the fly operations” compared to previous systems 
 
This deliverable therefore details efforts to make the “Data Model” the conceptual 
centerpiece of Elasticsearch/JSON solutions again via mixed consideration on how to build a 
“knowledge graph” back from a set of indexes and how the statistical/on the fly tools 
available within Elasticsearch (the Elasticsearch graph capabilities) contribute 
complementarily to MixedEmotions goals. 
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1. Introduction and overview 
This deliverable is roughly organized as follows. We first address updates to the core data 
modelling of the knowledge graph. 
 
Specifically we illustrate how, given the dismissal of the Freebase application originally 
considered a “semantic core” for this project we’re now using DBPedia for the same 
purpose.  
 
So then also include the Schemas that we are using for Social Network Analysis, specifically 
the JSON common sentiment model schema.  

2. Data Modelling, updates 

2.1 Updates on the use of ontologies 
 
Within the MixedEmotions project, the most important drive has been that of the Pilots and of 
the requirements of the industrial partners. For this reason the typical tools used in 
“Semantic Web” or in “Linked Data” projects have great theoretical capabilities but less 
practical ones - have been sided with others, more practically used in production such as 
Elasticsearch and Gremlin. 
 
The core of the infrastructure developed In MixedEmotions is in fact based fundamentally on 
an industry grade backbone made of Elasticsearch on the one side and the Spark engine on 
the other. These are not systems that are made natively for RDF or semantic data 
representation, nevertheless some of the best features of RDF based systems can still be 
carried over into systems which have the above infrastructure and backend. RDF data can 
still be indexed, searched, and traditional ontologies represent an excellent shared 
methodology to have semantically meaningful and coherently understood data across both 
inside the pipeline and to users outside. 
 
As previously discussed in D5.1, the vocabularies are mostly used for their terminology and 
class-subclass structures but not necessarily used for formal reasoning using the logical 
formalism in which they might have been encoded (e.g. OWL2, OWL-DL, RDFs and others).  
 
In this section we will go over our choice of data and the ontology/data models which are 
then used to the use cases of the three pilots. 
 

2.2 Moving Beyond Freebase, the MixedEmotions source 
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As discussed, the above work has been done on data which will not be suitable for 
MixedEmotions project, as Freebase has stopped providing services been at the beginning 
of the project itself (July 2015). 
 
The objective of the knowledge graph effort in MixedEmotions will be therefore to reproduce 
what was originally available and described above by using other data sources. In this 
Section we will discuss them. 

As central part for the knowledge graph creation we use DBpedia. The main reason is that 
among the main three data sources (DBpedia, WikiData, Wikipedia) DBpedia is the only one 
that contains links to other data sources.  

DBpedia contains more information than WikiData, but often information in DBpedia is 
wrongly formatted or missing for some properties. WikiData doesn't always contain as much 
information about entity as  DBpedia, but the essential information that it contains is more 
reliable. Considering that DBpedia contains links to WikiData, we use DBpedia as main data 
source and in case of missing or ambiguous information we identify it from WikiData.  

As each pilot is supposed to use a smaller, more concrete subset of the available data in 
DBpedia and Wikidata, we identified more fine grained classes that contain entities of 
interest for the specific pilot.  Considering that for each type of entity there are often more 
than hundred properties it is important to rank them and consider the most important. We 
identified the relevant properties by calculating  the most frequently used properties in 
entities that belong to the classes of interest. More detailed description of identified 
properties and classes can be found below. 

DBpedia data in the SocialTV Pilot 

Application domains: Politics  
 
In this use case we are interested in questions such as: 

● What are the emotions associated with politicians from party X? 
● What are the politicians associated with reforms or parties  which have positive 

emotions about them? 
 
This is performed by joining information about politicians, parties and the likes with the Entity 
Recognition and Emotions extraction which happens on the text .  
For these the following properties and classes have been specifically extracted: 
 

entity Properties DBpedia class(es) 

Politician rdfs:label 
rdfs:comment 

http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Politician 
http://umbel.org/umbel/rc/Politician 
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rdf:type 
owl:sameAs 
foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf 
dc:description 
dbp:termStart 
dbp:termEnd 
dbp:successor 
dbp:succeeded 
dbp:state 
dbp:shortDescription 
dbp:restingplace 
dbp:president  
dbp:predecessor 
dbp:preceded 
dbp:placeOfBirth 
dbp:party 
dbp:parliament 
dbp:office 
dbp:occupation 
dbp:name 
dbp:member 
dbp:district 
dbp:deathPlace 
dbp:deathDate 
dbp:constituencyMp 
dbp:constituency 
dbp:children 
dbp:caption 
dbp:candidate 
dbp:branch 
dbp:birthPlace 
dbp:birthDate 
dbp:before 
dbp:battles 
dbp:almaMater 
dbp:allegiance 
dbo:region 
dbo:orderInOffice 
dbo:militaryBranch 
dbo:country 
dbo:activeYearsStartDate 
dbo:activeYearsEndDate 
 
 

http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/Politician110450303 
http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/Politician110451263 

parties rdfs:label 
rdfs:comment 
owl:sameAs 
foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf 
dc:subject 
dbp:title 
dbp:status 
dbp:state 
dbp:staff 
dbp:slogan 
dbp:religion 
dbp:president 
dbp:pastMembers 
dbp:partyName 
dbp:partyLogo 
dbp:numMembers 
dbp:nativeName 

"http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/Party108256968" 
"http://dbpedia.org/ontology/PoliticalParty" 
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dbp:national 
dbp:nameEnglish 
dbp:name 
dbp:merged 
dbp:membership 
dbp:manager 
dbp:leaderTitle 
dbp:label 
dbp:ideology 
dbp:homepage 
dbp:headquarters 
dbp:founder 
dbp:formation 
dbp:european 
dbp:europarl 
dbp:denomination 
dbp:currentMembers 
dbp:currentLeague 
dbp:county 
dbp:country 
dbp:chairman 
dbp:before 
dbp:area 
dbp:after 
dbp:affiliation 
dbp:address 
dbp:abbreviation 
dbo:splitFromParty 
dbo:mergedIntoParty 
dbo:formationDate 
dbo:extinctionDate 
dbo:colourName 
dbo:activeYearsStartYear 
 

location dbo:area 
dbo:areaTotal 
dbo:populationTotal 
dbp:areaCode 
dbp:caption 
dbp:category 
dbp:country 
dbp:county 
dbp:district 
dbp:districtType 
dbp:established 
dbp:governingBody 
dbp:location 
dbp:mayor 
dbp:name 
dbp:population 
dbp:populationDate 
dbp:postalCode 
dbp:region 
dbp:regionType 
dbp:state 
dbp:timezone 
dbp:title 
dbp:type 
dc:subject 
rdf:type 
rdfs:comment 

"http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Place" 
"http://schema.org/Place" 
"http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Location" 
"http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/Location100027167" 
"http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/YagoGeoEntity" 
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rdfs:label 
owl:sameAs 
geo:lat 
geo:long 
foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf 
 

   

 
 

Brand Reputation Management Pilot 
Application domains: Brands and products 
 
For this use case we’re interested in asking questions like: 

● What are emotions associated to products by brand X? 
● Which banks are associated with positive emotions at a particular location or 

country? 
 
To do this, the textual extraction tool extracts both emotions and references to our 
knowledge graph. The properties on the knowledge graph then allow one to filter specifically 
within instruments like Kib, described in D5.3i. 
 
The following properties and classes were selected for extraction to answer the above 
questions:  
 

entity Properties DBpedia class(es) 

people dbo:abstract 
rdfs:comment 
dbp:almaMater 
dbo:birthDate 
dbo:birthName 
dbo:birthPlace  
dbp:placeOfBirth 
dbp:nationality 
dbo:networth  
dbp:netWorth 
dbo:occupation 
dbp:alias 
dbp:knownFor 
foaf:givenName 
dbp:name  
rdfs:label 
dbp:occupation 
foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf 
rdf:type 
owl:sameAs 
dbp:partner 
dbp:religion 
dc:description 

"http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person" 
"http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Person" 
"http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/Person100007846" 
"http://schema.org/Person" 
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organisations rdfs:comment 
dbo:abstract 
owl:sameAs 
foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf 
dc:subject 
dbp:title 
dbp:slogan 
dbp:president 
dbp:pastMembers 
dbp:nativeName 
dbp:nameEnglish 
dbp:name 
dbp:merged 
dbp:label 
dbp:homepage 
dbp:headquarters 
dbp:founder 
dbp:chairman 
dbp:address 
dbp:abbreviation 
dbo:colourName 
dbo:activeYearsStartYear 
dbo:keyPerson 
dbo:industry 
dbo:revenue 
dbo:equity 
dbo:assets 
dbo:abstract 
dbo:product 
dbo:numberOfEmployees 
dbp:netIncome 
dbo:foundingDate  
dbo:locationCity 
dbo:service 
dbp:areaServed 

"http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Organisation" 
"http://umbel.org/umbel/rc/Organization" 
"http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/Organization108008335" 

locations dbo:area 
dbo:areaTotal 
dbo:populationTotal 
dbp:areaCode 
dbp:caption 
dbp:category 
dbp:country 
dbp:county 
dbp:district 
dbp:districtType 
dbp:established 
dbp:governingBody 
dbp:location 
dbp:mayor 
dbp:name 
dbp:population 
dbp:populationDate 
dbp:postalCode 
dbp:region 
dbp:regionType 
dbp:state 
dbp:timezone 
dbp:title 
dbp:type 
dc:subject 
rdf:type 

"http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Place" 
"http://schema.org/Place" 
"http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Location" 
"http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/Location100027167" 
"http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/YagoGeoEntity" 
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rdfs:comment 
rdfs:label 
owl:sameAs 
geo:lat 
geo:long 
foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf 

   

 

Call center  Pilot 
Application domains: Call center calls 
In the datacenter pilot, the Knowledge Graph data model is of less direct use. Instead, what 
matters is the data modelling used to define and perform the operations within a call center. 
A primary functionality is the Keyword spotting from audio and defining what happens when, 
also know as a “callscript”. For example SPAS uses it mainly for controlling the call script of 
the agent, check for correct and incorrect words and lately also for emotional status of the 
word.  

Manager can manually construct a workflow or callscripts for the agents which they have to 
obey. Simple example would be that agent have to say greeting at the beginning and have to 
say good bye at the end and something in between.  

Data Modelling call scripts 

The callscript consist of nodes and connections: 

● node - represents one analysis in the recording (keyword or list of possible keywords 
in certain place of recording). For every node there is a specification when / where / 
who / what / whether should be said including timing and logical sequence. 

● connection - is oriented connectors between two nodes, which presents logical 
relation, i.e. the node, where connection is entered, depends on node where 
connection starts. Visualization of such workflow is on the next figures: 

 

workflow creator 
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                    specification for node 

For every record it is possible to use many different workflows. It depends what user need to 
control in the recordings (it can be used for checking the call categories, control scripts. 
more information can be found in deliverable D6.5 in section 2.5 Use-cases). 
 
Manager have also possibility to create a list of keywords which are “prohibited” to use within 
the call center.  
 
Example of such keywords are rude words, competitors, etc. If such words are detected in 
the agent speech, it is reported back to the manager. 
 
Additionally the application now let to set the emotional status for each keyword. If the 
system detects the keyword it shows it with corresponding color (red is negative / green for 
positive) in the player 

.  
keyword definition 
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Social Network model 
 
The social network model covers two main entities: social media content and users. An 
important aspect is the relationships and interactions between different entities (e.g. 
following-follower relationship). D4.9 Social Context Analysis for Emotion Recognition 
contains an in-depth analysis of these features, the attributes that have been identified and 
how to calculate different metrics using these attributes.  
 
In compliance with the Linked Data principles, before defining an ad-hoc model for this 
project, we analysed the ontologies available to represent interactions and metrics in social 
networks. We found the InfluenceTracker Ontology1 to be the closest fit for our scenario. The 
part of this ontology can be seen in the figure below, models’ user accounts, interaction 
between users, user general attributes and quality metrics. In addition to this, it has also 
been used in the InfluenceTracker2 project which, as its name suggests, aims to calculate 
how influential different social media accounts are. This covers the user aspects of the 
modeled context nicely, but does not provide a valid model of content itself, or metrics 
associated with it. For this reason, we have extended the InfluenceTracker ontology in three 
main ways: 1) by creating a complete ontology of social content based on the APIs of Twitter 
and Facebook, 2) by creating a taxonomy of metrics that covers both Users and Content, 
and 3) by adding a temporal component to every metric, which allows for the tracking of 
different metrics over time. 
 
All this information has been integrated in the REST API of the Social Context Analysis 
service covered in D5.3 Social Semantic Knowledge Graph Infrastructure and API, initial 
version. 
  

                                                
1 G. Razis, I. Anagnostopoulos, "Semantifying Twitter: the InfluenceTracker ontology",  
SMAP 2014, 9th International Workshop on, 2014, pp. 98-103. 
2 http://www.influencetracker.com/ 
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Emotion and Analysis models 

This section covers two related models: the model used to annotate content and users with 
emotions, and the model used in the results of sentiment and emotion analysis services.  
 
The models are based on the following specifications: 

● Marl (Westerski et al, 2011), a vocabulary designed to annotate and describe 
subjective opinions expressed on the web or in information systems. 

● Onyx (Sánchez-Rada et al, 2016), which is built on the same principles as Marl to 
annotate and describe emotions, and provides interoperability with NIF and PROV-O. 
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● NIF 2.0 (Hellman et al, 2013), which defines a semantic format and API for improving 
interoperability among natural language processing services. 

● A specific vocabulary, which we will introduce in the following subsection. 
 
NIF follows a linked data principled approach so that different tools or services can annotate 
a text. To this end, texts are converted to RDF literals and a URI is generated so that 
annotations can be defined for that text in a Linked Data way. NIF offers different URI 
Schemes to identify text fragments inside a string, e.g. a scheme based on RFC5147 , and a 
custom scheme based on context. In addition to the format itself, NIF 2.0 defines a REST 
API for services with standardized parameters. The key concepts to grasp are: 

● All the text analysed is a string. Every string is given a URI (unique identifier) 
● All strings belong to a context 
● Strings may have have attributes such as: entities, sentiment, lemma. 

 
The NIF specification also defines how the URI should be computed. In a nutshell, URIs 
have this structure: 
 
 

http://example.org  #char=0,40 

This is the URI of the context    This is the index of the string within the 
context 

 
 
A NIF document would look similar to this example: 
 

<http://example.org#char=0,40>	

									rdf:type	 nif:RFC5147String	 ,	 nif:Context	 ;	

									nif:beginIndex	 "0"	 ;	

									nif:endIndex	 "40"	 ;	

								nif:isString	"My	favourite	actress	is	Natalie	Portman."	. 
 
In principle, NIF has been created with RDF in mind. The example above uses the turtle 
notation. This means that service developers and any potential users would need to work 
with triples. This approach is not common, and would require the use of specific libraries. 
Fortunately, there is an alternative that keeps all semantic information while leveraging 
common tools in web development: JSON-LD. JSON-LD documents are JSON documents 
with some conventions/constraints on the structure and fields they contain, which are used 
to add semantics to the document. The process of creating a specific JSON structure from a 
set of graphs/triples is called framing. 
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Using JSON-LD, the NIF example we had before would look like this: 
 

{	
		"@context":		{ 
				“nif”:	 “http://persistence.uni-
leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/ontologies/nif-core#” 
	},	
		"@id":	"http://example.org#char=0,40", 
		"@type":	 ["nif:RFC5147String",	 	 “nif:Context”],	
		"nif:beginIndex":	"0", 
		"nif:endIndex":	"40", 
		"nif:isString":	"My	favourite	actress	is	Natalie	Portman" 
} 

 
On the other hand, this is a very simple example. In real services, many other annotations 
would be necessary. Let’s analyse another example output of an emotion analysis service. A 
user may invoke the analysis service with the query “http://service?i=text&prefix=prefix”. The 
service response indicates that an opinion (:Emotion1) has been detected. The properties of 
the entity :Emotion1 are also shown, based on the Onyx vocabulary. Finally, it provides 
details of the analysis, such as the used algorithm, its confidence, emotion model used or 
provenance, using the PROVO ontology. In turtle notation, this would be: 
 

<http://microblog.com/User1/Post1#char=0,75>	
					rdf:type	 nif:RDF5147String,	 nif:Context;	
					nif:beginIndex	 '0';	
					nif:endIndex	 "75";	
					nif:isString	 "The	 example	 they	 used	 in	 their	 last	 paper	 was	
very	 clear,	 I	 really	 liked	 it";	
					onyx:hasEmotionSet	 :EmotionSet1.	
	
	:EmotionSet1	
					rdf:type	 onyx:EmotionSet;	
					onyx:describesObject	 "paper";	
					onyx:describesObjectPart	 "example";	
					onyx:describesFeature	 	 "clarity";	
					onyx:hasEmotion 
										[	rdf:type	onyx:Emotion; 
												onyx:hasEmotionIntensity	0.5; 
												onyx:hasEmotionCategory	 wna:joy	 ];	
					prov:wasGeneratedBy	 :Analysis1.	
 
:Analysis1	
					rdf:type	 onyx:EmotionAnalysis;	
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					onyx:usesEmotionModel	 wna:WNAModel;	
					marl:algorithm	 "dictionary-based";	
					prov:wasAssociatedWith		
								dbpedia:UPM	 .	
 

 
This example shows that the results provided by a service are independent of the original 
request. By using provenance, it is possible to trace the origin of a specific emotion 
annotation, but there is no such concept as a “service result”. To remedy this, we have 
defined an extension of the NIF ontology to include these and other aspects that are useful 
for our use cases. This extension, which we refer to in these examples as nif-me, is available 
at: http://www.gsi.dit.upm.es/ontologies/nif-me. Using this ontology, we can add this extra 
information in the result: 
 
:Result1	a	nif-me:Result; 
						nif-me:includesAnalysis	:Analysis1; 
						nif-me:includesEntries	http://microblog.com/User1/Post1#char=0,75. 
 
Additionally, a service result may include other information, such as the parameters used in 
the user request. 
 
There are different ways to structure this data in JSON-LD. However, the addition of the nif-
me extension makes it straightforward to return a single nif-me:Result object per request, 
which would look similar to this: 
 

{	
	"@context":	 "http://mixedemotions-project.eu/ns/context.jsonld",	
	"@id":	":Result1", 
	"@type":	 "me-nif:Result",	
	"analysis":	 [	
					{	
					"@id":	 ":Analysis1",	
					"@type":	 "onyx:EmotionAnalysis",	
					"onyx:usesEmotionModel":	 "wna:WNAModel",	
					"marl:algorithm":	 "dictionary-based";	
					"prov:wasAssociatedWith":		
										"http://dbpedia.org/resource/UPM"	
					}	
	],	
	"entries":	 [	
					{	
					"@id":	 "http://micro.blog/status1",	
					"@id":	 "http://microblog.com/User1/Post1#char=0,75",	
					"@type":	 [	
									"nif:RFC5147String",	
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									"nif:Context"	
					],	
					"nif:isString":	"The	example	they	used	in	their	last	paper	was	
very	 clear,	 I	 really	 liked	 it",	
					"emotions":	 [	
									{	
									"@id":	 ":EmotionSet1",	
									"onyx:describesObject":	 "paper",	
									"onyx:describesObjectPart":	 "example",	
									"onyx:describesFeature":	 "clarity",	
									"onyx:hasEmotion":	[{ 
												"@type":	"onyx:Emotion", 
												"onyx:hasEmotionIntensity":	0.5, 
												"onyx:hasEmotionCategory":	"wna:joy" 

			}], 
			"prov:wasGeneratedBy"	 :Analysis1	
		} 
	] 
} 

			] 
}	
 

Vocabulary 
As we anticipated in the previous section, a new vocabulary has been created to cover the 
concepts not covered by existing vocabularies. So far, we have covered the me-nif:Result 
type, and its basic relationships. We have also covered sentiment and emotion annotation 
using Marl and Onyx. In addition to this, the specific vocabulary contains the following 
entities as a subclass of nif strings: Entity for named entity recognition, including the 
me:references property, and Suggestion for suggestion mining. 
 

Schema validation 
 
While JSON-LD is used to capture semantics in our annotations, we also leverage JSON 
schema to enforce a specific structure for JSON documents. This schema enables the 
automatic validation of both the examples in the online documentation and results of any 
online service. Moreover, we have defined the API of the services using the OpenAPI 
specification (formerly Swagger), including the JSON schemas used in the responses. 

NLP Pipelines 
 
By using semantic formats as input and output (e.g. JSON-LD) and the same structure for 
input and output, it is possible to feed the results of one NLP service or tool to another, 
which will add more annotations. 
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For example, in the command line we could run both the sentiment and emotion analysis 
services in parallel like so: 
 

python service.py --informat “text” --input “My favourite actress is Natalie Portman” --
algorithm “sentiment” | python service.py --informat “json-ld” --input “-” --outformat 
“json-ld” --algorithm “emotion” 

3. Updates to the Tools related to the Data Model 

Data models and tools go hand in hand. In the first deliverable D5.1  we illustrated tools that 
were specific to RDF only and to datasets such as Freebase.  

Given the strong focus on Elasticsearch and similar system in MixedEmotions (paradigma 
platform + Kibi project) in this session we update with information on tools that can first 
define and then handle the data model on this backend. 

 

3.1 Different models of Knowledge Graph based on the MixedEmotions 
Elasticsearch based platform 
 
One might ask if Elasticsearch provides the same graph capabilities than other Graph 
Databases. Natively the short answer is no, but Elasticsearch provides quite interesting 
complementary capabilities. In this section we will describe this more specifically. 
 
Elasticsearch doesn't have the capability of graph databases, e.g. Neo4J, Titan, OrientDB or 
SPARQL based system, to answer precise graph questions - involving for example paths 
and conditions along the paths and returning specific "instances" 
 
E.g. It cannot answer this "how many friends of John (friends index) that have been to 
Hungary (trip index) and that have talked more than 3 times in the last weeks in forums 
mentioning (message index) the word FOO". 
To do this you need to have a graph query language (e.g. Sparql or Gremlin) that allows to 
answer such questions, much like SQL on a relational database. 
 
At the moment to answer these questions on multiple Elasticsearch indexes one can take a 
look at the Unipop project rmagen/unipop or the tools that has been developed within 
MixedEmotions platform the Kibi project. Kibi on top of that also provides large scale "set to 
set" relational navigation, which coupled with filtering at each step can answer questions like 
that above at very large scale. 
 
An example of these mixed capabilities (which are then described in more detail in D5.2)  is 
demonstrated in this screencast, analyzing news processed by ExpertSystem within Kibi and 
displaying search, "set to set" navigation and graph exploration capabilities. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJyXWRcJsUU 
 
Elasticsearch itself now provides Graph capability which are interestingly complementary. 
 
Elasticsearch operates basically on the "Graph of the possible facet values". 
 
Let’s take for example, the case of an index of records which have a "location" and a 
"transportationmean" field.  
 
If a quite significant (according to smart rules) amount of those that have location:london 
also have a field that says transportationmean:metro then elastic will on the fly tell you there 
"should" be a connection between "london" and "metro". 
 
This is a great form of on the fly smart "statistical inference” but it will not tell you the names 
of those people that on that day were in London and did or did not take the metro, which is 
what a graph DB would be able to answer. 
 
Within the Kibi project, we intend to integrate the above capabilities of Elasticsearch with the 
Graph capabilities that we have already implemented (see D5.2) to complement all in a 
single “graph model” 
 
It is envisioned that this would allow one to browse between entities and receive 
“suggestions” on the fly by Elasticsearch which are not only dependent on the node currently 
being investigated but also on the query and other filters that might be applied. 
 
Another strong example and case for these capabilities is “recommendation” which might 
indeed have a strong case for Elasticsearch raw API 
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In the screenshot below, the Elasticsearch native Graph capabilities are used on a database 
of music listened by LastFM users.  By providing an initial “Coloring” query e.g. “carcass” 
(the name of a death metal band) Elasticsearch provides a graph of connected values for the 
field listendTo: which form a quite meaningful “Graph” of other Death Metal bands. 
 

 

3.2 Defining the Knowledge Graph Model from indexes within Kibi 

 
In the previous version of this deliverable, D5.1 we presented a set of tools that were 
suitable for analysis of large scale RDF repositories.  
 
Specifically we discussed: 

● the Data Type Explorer for Freebase 
● the Assisted Sparql query editor 
● the graph navigation of concepts in Freebase 

 
Given the shift during the course of the project to tools based on other technology it is 
important to show how we complemented said tools, with tools that handle the graphs - 
composed mostly by streaming records that we’re handling now in the MixedEmotions 
infrastructured - tools that are making the core of the “platform” 
 

Configuring the Knowledge Graph model within a streaming Elasticsearch 

system: the Kibi knowledge graph configuration.  

 

In this panel, you can define relationships between index patterns. These relationships 
ultimately form a graph of index patterns. This graph is used in conjunction with the Siren 2.0 
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plugin; this allows to perform join operations between dashboards, i.e., filtering a 
dashboard’s document with regards to another. 
 

Graph of Index Patterns 
A relationship is defined as a join operation between two indices with the following fields: 
 

● Left Index Pattern: the left index of the join; 
● Left Field: the field of the left index to join on; 
● Right Index Pattern: the right index of the join; 
● Right Field: the field of the right index to join with; 
● Label: the label of the relation. 

 
The image below displays a graph of four index patterns, where three relationships have 
defined. You can add a new relationship by clicking on the "Add relation" button. 

 

A relation is also indicated on the Indices tab thanks to the icon . If you hover the mouse 
over it, a tooltip message is displayed indicating the index pattern and field that field is joined 
with. 
For example, in the image below, that icon is displayed next to the field "id" of the "investor" 
index, which is join with the field "investorid" of the "investment" index. 
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Graph of Dashboards - a model for “set” of entities 
 
Based on the graph of index patterns, one can define relationships between dashboards 
within Kibi. 
 
This is particularly interesting as it defines relationships between “sets” of entities that are 
defined on the fly by an operator acting on the dashboard filters. 
 
A relationship between dashboards is defined with the following parameters 

● Left Dashboard and Right Dashboard: the dashboards to be linked; 
● Relation: the relation that connects the two dashboards; it is the label of a relation 

previously defined. 
For example, the image below shows a graph of five dashboards: 
 

1. the dashboard "Articles" with a saved search associated to the index "article" 
depicted with the circle ; 

2. the dashboard "Articles detailed per source" with a saved search associated to the 
index "article" depicted with the circle ; 
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3. the dashboard "Companies" with a saved search associated to the index "company" 
depicted with the circle; 

4. the dashboard "Investments" with a saved search associated to the index 
"investment" depicted with the circle; 

5. the dashboard "Investors" with a saved search associated to the index "investor" 
depicted with the circle. 

Such relationships between dashboards are defined on the right side of the panel, as shown 
in the image below. 
 

 

4. Conclusions 
In this deliverable we presented the final considerations for the Data modelling for the Social 
Semantic Knowledge Graph in the MixedEmotions project.  
 
We have been able to recover informations that were no longer available in Freebase via the 
DBPedia project, which in the last year has strengthened its position as provider of 
semantically structured information. 
 
The other most important evolution of the project has been toward adopting highly scalable 
(big data) backends such as Elasticsearch. 
 
Elasticsearch does not have a graph model at its core, so for this reason a lot of work and 
conceptualization has gone into evolving it to be able to use knowledge graph data and 
provide capabilities that are comparable to previously used semantic system, while providing 
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fundamentally important features such as huge scalability, on the fly ingestion, ranking, on 
the fly recommendation and more. 
 

Appendix 1 - Ontology Overall Summary  
This appendix summarizes all the Ontologies and Data Modelling structures described in 
D5.1 and D5.2 
 
 
 

Name Description Useful for 

FOAF 
http://xmlns.com/foa
f/spec/ 

FOAF (Friend-of-a-Friend) is a vocabulary which 
describes people and contact information with a generic 
relation “knows” for social relations. FOAF also supports 
some interesting terms for the Social Web, such as 
OnlineAccount or nick. 
These will be the foundation of the social presence 
encoded as knowledge graph in MixedEmotions. 

BrandReputation
, SocialTV 

SIOC 
http://rdfs.org/sioc/s
pec/ 

SIOC (Semantically Interlinked Online Communities) is 
an ontology that models social community sites, such as 
blogs, wikis or forums. This ontology supports modelling 
of user interests using the topic property. In 
MixedEmotions this will be used to encode messages 
and forums in which content has been collected. 

BrandReputation
, SocialTV 

ActOnt 
http://www.academi
a.edu/10478522/Act
Onto_an_Extension
_of_the_SIOC_Stan
dard_for_Social_Me
dia_Analysis_and_I
nteroperability 

The ActOnt ontology is an extension of the SIOC 
ontology which aims to insure interoperability between 
the principal social media. The objective is to primarily 
well describe the different persons activities in the 
principal Social Medias and the content of these media. 
The goal is to make efficient social networks analysis by 
aggregating their different contents. 
 

BrandReputation
, SocialTV 

DLPO 
http://www.semantic
desktop.org/ontologi
es/2011/10/05/dlpo/ 

DLPO (Digital.me LivePost Ontology) models personal 
and social knowledge discovered from social media. This 
ontology captures different types of knowledge, such as 
online posts, different kinds of posts, microposts, 
physical presence, online presence and online sharing 
practices. 

BrandReputation
, SocialTV 

http://moat-
project.org/  

MOAT (Meaning-Of-A-Tag) is an ontology to define the 
semantic meaning of a tag and to create manually 
annotations of social media. Two types of tags are 
defined in the ontology: global across all content and 
local for a particular tag on a given resource. In 
MixedEmotions tagging is also performed automatically 
by some of the components. 

BrandReputation
, SocialTV 

SWUM 
http://swum-

SWUM (Social Web User Model) based on GUMO 
(General User Modelling Ontology) provided increased 

BrandReputation
, SocialTV 
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ontology.org/ resolution over the standard FOAF model to address use 
cases across the most common social networks. It is 
expected this might be useful to address the use cases 
especially in the “Social TV”. 
 
 

SKOS 
http://www.w3.org/2
004/02/skos/ 

As the name implies, SKOS, simple knowledge 
organization system, provides classes such as 
skos:Concept to denote a concept and 
skos:ConceptScheme to denote a group of concepts and 
simple properties for knowledge organization such as 
semantic properties between Concepts: skos:broader, 
skos:narrower, skos:relates; label properties of 
Concepts: skos:prefLabel, skos:altLabel; documentary 
properties such as skos:definition and skos:example, 
skos:editorialNote and more. 

BrandReputation
, SocialTV, 
Callcenter 

EmotionML EmotionML (Burkhardt et al 2013) is W3C 
recommendation to represent emotion related states in 
data processing systems. It was developed as a XML 
schema by a subgroup of the W3C MMI (Multimodal 
Interaction) Working Group chaired by Deborah Dahl in a 
first version from approximately 2005 until 2013. 
Emotions can be represented in terms of four types of 
descriptions taken from the scientific literature: 
categories, dimensions, appraisals, and action 
tendencies, with a single <emotion> element containing 
one or more of such descriptors. 

Callcenter, 
BrandReputation
, SocialTV 

Wordnet Affect 
http://wndomains.fb
k.eu/wnaffect.html 

WordNet Affect (Strapparava and Valitutti, 2004) is an 
effort to provide lexical representation of affective 
knowledge. It builds upon WordNet, adding a new set of 
tags to a selection of synsets to annotate them with 
affective information. The affective labels in WordNet 
Affect were generated through a mix of manual curation 
and automatic processing. Labels are related to one 
another in the form of a taxonomy. The contribution of 
WordNet Affect is twofold: a rich categorical model of 
emotions based on WordNet, and the linking of WordNet 
synsets to such affects. 

Callcenter, 
BrandReputation
, SocialTV 

Marl 
http://www.gi2mo.or
g/marl/0.1/ns.html 

Marl is a standardised data schema (also referred as 
"ontology" or "vocabulary") designed to annotate and 
describe subjective opinions expressed on the web or in 
particular Information Systems. Marl models sentiment 
valence (i.e. positive, negative), intensity (e.g. +1, -0.5) 
and provenance such as the algorithm used and its 
confidence. However emotions cannot be modeled with 
Marl. 

Callcenter, 
BrandReputation
, SocialTV 

Onyx  
http://www.gsi.dit.up
m.es/ontologies/ony
x/ 
 

Onyx is a vocabulary to represent the Emotion Analysis 
process and its results, as well as annotating lexical 
resources for Emotion Analysis. It includes all the 
necessary classes and properties to provide structured 
and meaningful Emotion Analysis results, and to connect 

Callcenter, 
BrandReputation
, SocialTV 
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results from different providers and applications. Onyx 
follows the Linked Data principles as it is aligned with the 
Provenance Ontology, it represents lexical resources as 
linked data, and has been integrated with lemon, an 
increasingly popular RDF model for representing lexical 
entries. Furthermore, it does not prescribe any emotion 
model and can be linked to heterogeneous emotion 
models expressed as Linked Data. Onyx representations 
can also be published using W3C EmotionML markup, 
using a specific mapping. 

Human Emotion 
Ontology 
http://link.springer.c
om/chapter/10.1007
%2F978-3-642-
04391-8_32#page-1 

The Human Emotion Ontology (Grassi, 2009) is a 
vocabulary to annotate multimedia with emotion. The 
ontology supports various emotions categories, from the 
classical 6 Eckmanian emotions to more fine grained 
emotion categories and various emotion dimensions: 
arousal, valence and dominance. Also action tendencies, 
regulations and modalities of emotions can be modeled 
with HEO. 

Callcenter, 
BrandReputation
, SocialTV 

CHINESE 
EMOTION 
ONTOLOGT 
http://connection.eb
scohost.com/c/articl
es/31904020/creatio
n-chinese-emotion-
ontology-based-
hownet 

The Chinese Emotion Ontology (Yan et al, 2008) was 
developed to help understand, classify and recognize 
emotions in Chinese. The ontology is based on HowNet, 
the Chinese equivalent of WordNet. The ontology 
provides 113 categories of emotions, which resemble the 
WordNet taxonomy and the authors also relate the 
resulting ontology with other emotion categories. All the 
categories together contains over 5000 Chinese verbs. 
 

Chinese not 
covered in this 
project 

EMOTIVE 
 
URL: 
http://www.iadisport
al.org/ijcsis/papers/2
013160208.pdf 
 

The work on Emotive Ontology models (Sykora et. al. 
2013) addresses mostly sparse text from social networks 
such as Twitter and Facebook. The ontology is very 
basic and uses 8 emotion categories: anger, confusion, 
disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, shame and surprise. 
No information about intensity, other emotion dimension 
nor provenance is the focus of this work. The work has 
however a nice overview of standard emotion categories 
such as: Drummond, Ekman, Izard and Plutchik. 

Callcenter, 
BrandReputation
, SocialTV 

LEMON 
http://lemon-
model.net/ 

Lemon is a proposed model for modelling lexicon and 
machine-readable dictionaries, linked to the Semantic 
Web and the Linked Data cloud. Lemon was developed 
by the Monnet project as a collaboration between: CITEC 
at Bielefeld University, DERI at the National University of 
Ireland, Galway, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid and 
the Deutsche Forschungszentrum für Künstliche 
Intelligenz. lemon is modular and allows for easy 
extension with other annotations of the lexical 
information, i.e. sentiment and or emotion annotations. 

Callcenter, 
BrandReputation
, SocialTV 

NIF 
http://persistence.un
i-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/ 

The NLP Interchange Format (NIF) is an RDF/OWL-
based format that aims to achieve interoperability 
between Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools, 
language resources and annotations. The ontology 
contains seven core URIs (Classes: String, 

Related, yet not 
used specifically 
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RFC5147String, Context and properties: isString, 
referenceContext, beginIndex, endIndex) that provide the 
foundation to express NLP annotations effectively in 
RDF. The foundation for annotations allows for easy 
extension with other annotations of the textual 
information, i.e. sentiment and or emotion annotations. 
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